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The recent next wave of major mergers is due to a rebounding 
economy and market forces that reward scale. But history  
has shown the honeymoon can end abruptly.
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This year has already 

been explosive on the M&A 
front, with proposed tie-ups 
between AT&T and DirecTV 
and Comcast and Time 
Warner Cable heading the 
list. According to a just-released 
report from the Federal Trade 
Commission and Department of Justice, there were 21 
broadcast-related deals valued at more than $70 million 
in 201—the trigger for antitrust review—and 30 telecom 
deals over that amount. Following a sizzling 2013 in the 
local TV business that saw the most deal flow since 
2006, the market heated back up in March with LIN TV 
and Media General tying the knot.

 In 2007, there was a similar surge, which preceded one of the biggest 
economic meltdowns in U.S. history. But market watchers are taking solace in the 
lower level of all-cash deals; instead, large, well-capitalized companies are mainly 
using stock. So far in 2014, all-cash deals have accounted for 47% 

of the M&A market, the lowest level since 2001, 
according to calculations by The Financial Times.

 The proposed $48 billion AT&T-DirecTV deal “will 
redefine the video entertainment industry,”  said AT&T 
chairman and CEO RANDALL STEPHENSON, 
creating “a company able to offer new bundles and deliver 

content to consumers across 
multiple screens—mobile devices, 

TVs, laptops, cars and even airplanes.” 
One intriguing aspect of the deal 

is that both partners have affirmed their 
commitment to network neutrality. That is one 
of the core issues regulators are grappling with, as three 
megadeals (if Sprint and T-Mobile seek to merge, 
as expected, this summer) could affect some 80 million 

U.S. consumers.

Amid the deal-making, speculation continues to mount about 
TV companies seen as vulnerable to takeover, among them Time 
Warner, AMC Networks, Scripps Networks and Crown 
Media. Even broadcast networks such as ABC and NBC, while firmly 
embedded inside major media empires, have lost so much value and ratigs 

mojo that whispers persist about their future ownership. ‘Twas ever thus.

 Innovation trumped aggregation 
in early phases of the TV business, 
and radio powers such as RCA 
leveraged holdings to gain control of 
broadcast networks. In the 1960s and 
‘70s, outside entities such as Gulf 
+ Western, Kinney National 
Service and Transamerica 
began acquiring media companies.

 The first great wave of media deals 
began with Capital Cities’ $3.5 
billion takeover of ABC in 
1985. Wall Street initially believed nei-
ther front-running NBC nor struggling 
CBS would follow down the merger 
path. TED TURNER reportedly sought control of CBS, as did a group of conser-
vatives led by firebrand SEN. JESSE HELMS (N.C.), who felt CBS leaned too 

far left. One person’s “forestall” is another’s “foreshadow.”

 In 1986, investor LAURENCE TISCH bought CBS. 
It was sold in 1995 to Westinghouse for $5.4 billion. 
By then, the mammoth $19-billion Disney-
ABC deal had already begun to redefine the 
industry as a land of multifaceted media 
giants. Four years later, Viacom paid $35.6 billion 
for CBS in a milestone deal, later separating CBS and its 
main cable and film assets.

 The consensus pick for epic fail among industry 
mergers is AOL-Time Warner in 2000. TIM WU, in 
his essential book, The Master Switch, chalks it up to a 
fundamental misunderstanding of the Internet. “It defies 
every expectation one has developed from the experience 
of other media industries, which are all predicated on con-
trol of the customer,” he wrote. AOL Time Warner 

CEO GERALD LEVIN, “an apostle par excellence of that control model,” misread 
the signs and the great whale beached, bleeding hundreds of billions.

 Comcast’s aggressive 2004 play for Disney was rejected by the 
board as too low ($48 billion), which was right around the time NBC 
joined up with Universal. Once BOB IGER took over the Disney 
CEO reins from MICHAEL EISNER a year later, a series of major 
purchases—Pixar, Marvel, Lucasfilm—would enlarge its portfolio. 
Comcast eventually salved itself when it acquired NBCU.

Steve Case (left) and Gerald Levin announcing the AOL Time Warner merger 
in 2000. Their counterintuitive dress—tech guy in a tie, traditional media 
guy tieless—came to symbolize the culture clash that helped doom the deal.

A 1993 B&C cover shows 
John Malone and Ray Smith 

shaking on the ill-fated 
TCI-Bell Atlantic merger.

Comcast’s bid for rival operator Time Warner Cable has drawn regulatory scrutiny.
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